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Our Next Evolution
Transforming the future
of wood scanning.

With a strengthened foundation and a steadfast passion,
MiCROTEC brings excellent service and world-leading scanning
solutions to the wood processing industry. Our locations in Corvallis,
OR, and Vancouver, BC, serve the United States, Canada, Australia and
New Zealand.
Our customers rely on us to deliver innovation with integrity.
Groundbreaking scanning technology enables a better and more
sustainable use of wood, and our dedicated team brings the technical
expertise you need to manage your mill with a competitive edge.
With MiCROTEC, an expanded product portfolio and global network of
support mean you can confidently take the next leap with your business.
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Goldeneye 300

Multi-Sensor Quality Scanner for
lumber grading, chopping and sorting.
The Goldeneye 300 Multi-Sensor Quality Scanner series reliably recognizes wood defects,
and grades and classifies lumber with precision, optimizing lumber for chop processing
and sorting according to customer-specific product quality requirements. Featuring
a modular design, Goldeneye 300 uses color, laser, X-ray and Artificial Intelligence scanning
for accurate wood defect determination. This scanner is typically interfaced with a chop saw
for maximum recovery.

Features
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Board cross-section

up to 5 x 12 in (130 x 300 mm)

Conveyor speed

up to 330 ft/min (100 m/min)

Advantages
x Full performance Multi-Sensor
Quality Scanner
x Increased lumber utilization
(reducing labor costs)
x Optimal use machinery
capacity
x Next generation sensors,
state-of-the-art cameras and
components with Full HD
resolution, and faster image
acquisition and on-chip image
processing, including X-ray
technology
x Award-winning design and
functionality, and long product
life thanks to a smart design
x Quick return on investment

Product Applications
Sawmill
x Sorting
x Trimming
Planer Mill
x Sorting/Cross-cutting
x Trimming
x Structural
x Glulam/CLT
Repairing Machinery
x Sorting/Cross-cutting
x Doors & Windows
x Furniture

Color, laser, X-ray, Multisensor and
Artificial Intelligence scanning for
accurate wood defect determination

Moulding & Millwork
x Flooring
x Doors & windows
x Moulding
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Goldeneye 500

High-Speed Multi-Sensor Quality
Scanner for lumber grading, chopping
and sorting.
The Goldeneye 500 Multi-Sensor Quality Scanner series allows you to recognize wood
defects reliably and accurately to automate, streamline and optimize your production.
Combining laser, camera, X-ray technology sensors, Artificial Intelligence and an awardwinning design, increase your production and achieve the most accurate scanning results
available – tailored to your specific needs to boost both recovery and resale value. All
parameters and grading rules can be refined together with our engineering teams to get the
most out of your production.

Features
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Board cross-section

up to 5 x 12 in (130 x 300 mm)

Conveyor speed

up to 1000 ft/min (300 m/min)

Advantages
x Full performance Multi-Sensor
Quality Scanner
x Next generation sensors,
state-of-the-art cameras
and components with Full HD
resolution and faster image
acquisition and on-chip
image processing, including
X-ray technology
x Long product life, with a
smart housing design that
protects from dust and debris
x Easy to use
x Can be integrated at any point
within the processing plant
as a flexible and customized
modular system

Product Applications
Sawmill
x Sorting
x Trimming
Planer Mill
x Sorting/Cross-cutting
x Trimming
x Structural
x Glulam/CLT
Repairing Machinery
x Sorting/Cross-cutting
x Doors & Windows
x Flooring
x Furniture

Moulding & Millwork
x Flooring

Recognize wood defects reliably and
accurately to optimize production

x Doors & windows
x Moulding
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Goldeneye 600

Multi-Sensor Quality Scanner for
edger, rip optimization & defect repair.
Goldeneye 600 Multi-Sensor Quality Scanner series scans large boards and panels up to
6 feet (1.8 meters) wide. With X-ray Multi-Sensor cameras, sensors and Artificial Intelligence,
you can determine the real value of your lumber, including internal properties. The scanner
detects and localizes all types of knots, as well as cracks, discoloration, pitch pockets,
bark, pith, wane, distortion and other dimensional defects, for both sawmill and machine
repair applications.

Features
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Board cross-section

2.5 x 16 in (65 x 410 mm)
up to 6 x 32 in (150 x 825 mm)

Panel cross-section

4 x 35 in (100 x 900 mm)
up to 4 x 70 in (100 x 1800 mm)*

Conveyor speed

up to 1150 ft/min (350 m/min)
* extendible in steps of 12 in (300 mm)

Advantages
x Color cameras, lasers and
X-ray sensors
x Recognizes and localizes
defects such as knots,
discoloration, pitch pockets,
bark, pith, wane and other
dimensional defects
x Very low false positive
detection rate
x Ergonomic and compact
modular design
x Optimized configuration for
edger, ripping and grading line

Product Applications
Sawmill
x Rip/Edger
x Sorting
x Trimming
x NHLA
Repairing Machinery
x Glue application
x Boats/Plugs application

Multi-Sensors and Artificial Intelligence
help you to determine the real value
of your lumber
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Lucidyne

Lineal scanning for grading
and sorting solutions.
The industry leader for optimization, reliability and uptime, the Lucidyne scans boards lineally,
using deep learning Artificial Intelligence to grade lumber. With powerful sensors working
together as one sensor set, this scanner brings more accuracy and less complication to the
scanning process, minimizing downtime, reducing trim loss and increasing product consistency.
Powered by revolutionary patented AI software, the Lucidyne can identify more than 50
classifications of defects, delivering a quantum leap in lumber grading.
A Microsoft Tablet paired with our proprietary QCAssist software and high-powered
Wi-Fi provide continuous and seamless communication with your scanner, quickly and
easily identifying and documenting boards of interest during the quality control process and
transferring the data to the evaluation site.

Features

Advantages

Capable of speeds up to 4500 ft/min

x Maximizes fiber and value
recovery

Processes any dimension between 3/4 x 3 up to 6 x 12 in
without calibration

x Most complete sensor array in
the industry

Allows for Cut-N-Two by all methods

x Rugged construction
for minimal mill-level
maintenance; environmentally
controlled enclosure is
unaffected by temperature
variation

Intuitive QCAssist software, coupled with a Windows tablet and highpower Wi-Fi network, gives you continuous and seamless communication
with the Lucidyne system to do QC checks from your evaluation sites
External sensors interface for MSR, moisture and/or
species identification
Linear profile (allows for installation directly against the planer)
Slide out for maintenance
Lights, alarms and messages ensure safety and optimal performance
Simple, easy-to-access controls
Ongoing access to the latest breakthroughs, advances and upgrades

x Installation requires little or
no downtime; completely
configurable to your mill,
fitting even the most
challenging layouts
x Uses just seven feet
downstream from the planer
— including feed rolls
x Minimal sensitivity to vibration
x Third-party sensors for MSR,
moisture and other data are
easily integrated
x Mounted on an overhead
carriage for easy maintenance

Product Applications
Planer Mill
x High speed lineal scanning
Sawmill
x High speed lineal scanning

Lumber grading powered by deep
learning Artificial Intelligence software
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Goldeneye 900

Transverse Quality Scanner for rip,
trim, grading and sorting solutions.
The Goldeneye 900 Scanner series is the world’s number one Multi-Sensor Quality Scanner
for transverse applications.
This scanner determines the overall quality of green, dry or planed lumber in one pass from
all four sides, reliably and precisely providing accurate 3D defect reconstruction. It grades
both rough and planed lumber, making value optimization possible both before and after kiln
drying. The seamless integration of color and laser scanners into one multi-sensor system
delivers a complete view of the lumber surface, and the compact, single-pass design ensures
a fast and straightforward installation. Since the boards do not need to be turned, the
scanner only requires a single scan frame width. And with no elevation changes required,
the scanner can be placed in an existing grading station or transverse chain section with
minimal modification.
Powered by MiCROTEC’s deep learning Artificial Intelligence software, the Goldeneye 900
Scanner series detects and localizes all types of knots, as well as cracks, discoloration, pitch
pockets, wane, curvature and other dimensional defects, allowing customers to automate and
streamline downstream production and maximize recovery.

Features
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Board cross-section

up to 5 x 26 in (130 x 900 mm),
depending on lug space

Conveyor speed

up to 200 lugs/min

Advantages
x Transverse transport
x One scan solution for all
four sides
x Optional full-length X-ray
scanning
x Simple installation, no
elevation changes
x Scans planed and rough
lumber
x Scans wet and dry lumber
x Grades lumber based on
individual quality parameters
x Accurately recognizes,
localizes and sizes knots
and other defects such as
cracks, pitch pockets and
discoloration
x Modular design, depending
on the board length
x Implements customer-specific
grading, trimming and sorting
rules
x Comprehensive and easy-touse interface

Product Applications
Sawmill
x Rip/Edger
x Sorting
x Trimming
Planer Mill
x Sorting/Cross-cutting
x Trimming

Determine the overall quality of lumber
in one pass from all four sides

x Structural
x Glulam/CLT
x NGR
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Wanescan

Edging, trimming and ripping.
Wanescan Secondary Breakdown Optimizer is MiCROTEC’s proven solution for full-profile
wane scanning, recognizing all dimensional irregularities, slabs and uneven edges of lumber
to return an exact wane profile of the board. The sensors scan each board and record the
position, inclination and depth of wane, as well as accurately identify the shape and position
of rough edges and saw-step. Working in both linear and transverse transport directions,
Wanescan’s scanner modules are installed above and below the conveyor belt, recording both
the top and bottom surfaces of lumber.
MiCROTEC’s optimization software considers wane allowances as described by grading
agencies and customer-specific product quality requirements, and determines the optimal
trimming, ripping or edging solution in a fraction of a second. Subsequent processes are
refined and vastly accelerated by the software, guaranteeing improved performance, higher
production volumes, larger recoveries and increased resale value of final products.

Features

301

302

Transport direction

linear

transverse

Lumber measurement surface

top/top–bottom

top/top–bottom

Number of scanner modules

1–4

1–16

Conveyor speed

1650 ft/min
(500 m/mm)

240 lugs/min

Board cross-section

12 x 20 in (300 x 500 mm)

Board length

from 3 to 26 ft (1 to 8 m)

Advantages
x Full-profile reconstruction of
lumber, including the position
and shape of wane
x Measurement on both sides
with no need for board turning
x Both linear and transverse
transport
x Recognition of account slabs,
dimensional irregularities and
uneven edges
x Optimization for edging,
trimming and ripping
x Automatic sorting

Product Applications
Sawmill
x Rip/Edger
x Sorting
x Trimming
Planer Mill
x Rip/Edger
x Sorting
x Trimming

Scanner modules are installed
above and below the conveyor belt,
and record both the top and bottom
surfaces of lumber
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Add-on
Components
CurveScan
The CurveScan 3D Board Shape Scanner measures the geometry of
lumber in movement and reliably recognizes distortion of lumber such
as twist, bow, spring and cup in lineal or transverse transport direction.
With highly accurate results independent of transport direction
or irregular lumber movements during measurement, CurveScan
addresses a widespread issue in the global wood processing industry,
and is ideal for grading and separating defective lumber from warp-free
products, especially for planer and glulam mills after the drying kiln.
Grade-VU
This projector system lets you evaluate grade and trim solutions
before a board is trimmed, delivering unparalleled opportunity for
quality control and continuous process improvement. Seconds after
each board leaves the planer, Grade-VU projects the scanner’s final
solution directly onto the board as both grade mark symbols and
abbreviated text, following the board even when moved or flipped.
Comes standard with a ten-foot viewing area that can be optionally
extended to twenty feet.
Grade Mark Reader
The Grade Mark Reader (GMR) reads handwritten lumber grade, trim
and sort marks, assigning lumber with grades using fluorescent chalk
or wax-based marker. The GMR system interprets these marks and
converts them into instructions that are communicated to another
device (e.g. trimmer or sorter control, trimmer optimizer, grade stamp
machine, ink-jet printer, bar code labeler or other control system).
Graders physically apply these marks using either chalk- or wax-based
fluorescent markers.

M3 Scan
The M3 Scan Moisture Meter measures dried lumber for both
linear and transverse applications, automatically compensating
for the influence of density. This modular system allows for quick
and accurate measurement of your lumber moisture content,
for 100% moisture control of your dry kiln and final product. It
operates contact-free at the highest conveying speeds and can
be integrated seamlessly into any existing production line.

Optiside
This high-precision lumber Front Side Scanner detects the cup
on the end of the lumber piece to correctly orientate the boards.
Using a combination of LED illumination and MiCROTEC’s
proprietary Multi-Sensor cameras, the scanner reliably identifies
annual ring orientation as well as the pith side location.

TrueQ
The TrueQ board tracking system provides the critical function
of ensuring that the correct solution is matched to the correct
board as the boards travel downstream from the scanner, even if
they get turned over or crossed up and out of queue. As a board
passes beneath the TrueQ system, its fiberprint is matched to
the four-sided image from the scanner to ensure the boards are
in queue. If needed, the system rearranges the order of solutions
so they correctly match the boards by the time they reach
your saw.

Viscan
This Strength Grader is the best-in-class optical laser
interferometer scanner for determining the MOE of lumber,
fulfilling all relevant strength grading certifications worldwide.
By measuring the board’s resonance frequency with a highperformance laser vibrometer (that works independent of
environmental noise interference), the Viscan Strength Grader
reaches over 99 percent accuracy for measurement repeatability.

We provide
support wherever
and whenever
you need it.
Our team is dedicated to installing and fine-tuning new
installations, while providing expert advice and training
to your operators. MiCROTEC demands the best from
our team and offers on-going and in-field training. We are
committed to continuously improving and enhancing our
customer service around the globe.
Our customer support includes:
x

Highly skilled technicians, specialized in all MiCROTEC scanners
and applications

x

Direct contact to your MiCROTEC expert

x

A Grading Support team, trained experts in our software and
lumber grading ready to assist with grading rules and specific
grading-related topics

x

An average response time of less than one minute

x

2,500 active remote connections available, with an average
connection established within 15 minutes

x

Always available, 24/7, worldwide

Contact us
541-753-5111
support@microtec.us
microtec.us/support

World leading
wood scanning
solutions
MiCROTEC Corvallis
541-753-5111
155 SW Madison Ave.
Corvallis, OR 97333 USA
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